
Practice quiz



1. Once the Joads hit the road, Al is focused 
on _____, while Ma is concerned about ____.

a. meeting girls; cooking dinner

b. the truck breaking; keeping the family 
together

c. eating something; cooking dinner

d. buying a new car; Tom getting caught



2. Who does Al want to leave behind? What 
does this reveal about him?

a. Jim Casy; Al is selfish     

b. Tom; Al is jealous 

c. Grampa; Al is practical

d. the kids; Al is a jokester 



3. How is Casy revealed to be useful 
in this section? 

a. he knows how to avoid the police

b. he has been around sick people

c. he gives Ma his secret stash of money

d. he goes hungry so the others can eat



4. Steinbeck’s attitude towards death (both 
Grampa’s and the dog’s) can be best described as

a. sentimental

b. critical

c. objective

d. morose 



5. How does Casy suggest Grandpa really 
“died” when  ____  and actual died _____. 

a. Grandpa was forced to leave his land; from 
heartache.

b. the family ran out of water; from heart attack.

c. Grandma stopped fighting with him; from 
heartbreak.

d. Grandpa was forced to pick peaches; from heat 
stroke.



6. What is the beginning of “I” to 
“we” according to Steinbeck?

a. creating a family unit

b. when people die they become a part of 
the “great soul”

c. when a baby is born

d. people coming together in hard times



7. According to Mae, the waitress at 
the diner, who steals from the diner?

a. migrants
b. truck drivers
c. people in big cars
d. Okies



8. Pa tells Ivy they won’t leave the Wilsons behind 
because “We got almost a kin bond”; what does 
this show?

a. the family units created on the road

b. the Joads can never repay their debt

c. Tom wants to marry their daughter

d. Pa is resentful of his promise to help



9. Who is described as “the power” who “had 
taken control” when they talk about splitting up? 

a. Pa

b. Ma

c. Tom

d. Rose of Sharon 



10. The powerful description of the one-eyed man’s 
walk back to his home can be seen as a symbol for

A. the loneliness and isolation the migrant 
people will feel

B. the strength of his character to endure

C. his disrespect toward the American 
government

D. a religious interpretation comparing him to 
Judas



11.On the truck ride back from getting the new part, Al 
and Tom drive and Al sees a cat on the road. What does 
he do, and what does this action say about his character?

A. He swerves to hit the cat, and it shows his anger, 
immaturity, and his desire to regain control.

B. Al finds his rifle and tries to shoot the cat in order to 
get the meat from the cat to feed his starving family.

C. He stops the car to pick up the cat to give to Granma 
showing his caring attitude toward his family.

D. He speeds away from the sight, because the cat 
reminds him of the loneliness that he is feeling.



12. Who says the following quotation and 
what does he/she mean? 

“Well…for anybody else it was a mistake, but if you 
think it was a sin- then it’s a sin. A fella builds his own 
sins right up from the groun’.”

A. Uncle John; he wants to find closure over his wife’s 
death

B. Casy; he explains a sin is man’s own perception

C. Noah; he attempts to justify leaving the family

D. Tom; he tries to rationale killing his attacker



13. “Men of property were terrified for their 
property…  Men who had never been _____ saw the 
eyes of the ____.”

a. Weary; weary 

b. Terrified; terrified 

c. Depressed; depressed

d. Hungry; hungry



Steinbeck includes the allusion to 
Rome to

Steinbeck states: “Now farming became industry, and the 
owners followed Rome, although they did not know it. They 
imported slaves, although they did not call them slaves: 
Chinese, Japanese, Mexicans. Filipinos”. 

A. highlight the discrepancy between those with power and 
those without

B. disapprove of the need for more workers

C. invoke a sense of history to justify their actions

D. undermine the American Dream



15. What is the role of the bearded man the 
Joads meet in “camp” and how can his behavior 
be described?

A. The “work distributer”; authoritative and 
rambunctious 

B. The “warden”; resentful to the Joads

C. The “mayor”; bull-simple and cop-happy

D. The “proprietor”; offensive and 
uncivilized



16. What is the mother’s reaction to Ma Joad 
feeding her child? Why does she have this reaction?

A. Gratitude; the mother was astonished at the 
Joad’s generosity                

B. Nonchalance; the mother does not even realize 
ma Joad’s deed                       

C. Resentment; the mother feels Ma Joad is bragging

D. Relief; Ma Joad has given the mother one less 
mouth to feed



17. Mrs. Joyce tells Jessie she and her family 
never took “charity” before.  Jessie’s response is:

A. “Just because you haven’t taken charity before 
don’t mean you can’t take it now for your Ma an’ 
Pa.”

B. “This charity is for us to take…. So take it!”

C. “Ain’t nothing too good for nobody around here. 
Everyone can take charity.”

D. “This ain’t no charity...You ain’t got the right to 
let your girls git hungry in this here camp.”



18.Through this line, what theme can be 
supported?

Floyd tells Tom “They’s stuff ya got to learn. If you’d let me tell 
ya, it’d save ya somepin. If ya don’ let me tell ya, then ya got to 
learn the hard way. You ain’t gonna settle down ‘cause they ain’t
no work to settle ya. An’ your belly ain’t gonna let ya settle down. 
Now-that’s straight”. 

A. The goodness of others will always endure

B. People can be blind to hearing the truth

C. The value of work is in the eye of the beholder

D. Nostalgia for the past can be dangerous 



19. Pa criticizes Connie by saying “he ain’t no good… 
All the time a-sayin’ what he’s a-gonna do. Never doin’ 
nothing”. Pa’s speech best serves to 

A. warn Rose of Sharon from following him

B. support Connie’s dreams

C. demonstrate Connie’s lack of character

D. criticize people who give up on their dreams



20. All the following describe the 
government camp EXCEPT:

A. it has hot water

B. there are cops on every corner

C. you can work off your rent with 
labor

D. people are treated decently 



21. The watchmen tells Tom “You’ll have to find that 
out yourself” when he asks why there are not more 
government camps. This serves to emphasize that: 

A. Tom will make a critical discovery

B. the Joads will soon be asked to leave

C. Tom is bull simple 

D. the Joads still do not understand what 
California is like



22. What is Tom’s new boss afraid of? 

A. Tom because he’s a murderer

B. migrants who will steal his land

C. angering the Association

D. not being able to pick all his fruit



23. Why do the owners hate the 
government camps? 

A.they house the despised Okies

B. the residents are treated like humans

C. they are jealous

D. they can’t attend the Saturday dances 



24. Ma tells Rose of Sharon “They’s times when 
how you feel got to be kep’ to yourself” to

A. warn her daughter against embarrassing 
herself

B. demonstrate the need to put your personal 
struggles second

C. portray Ma as an uncaring practical person

D. Ma’s low education level 



25. Towards the end of chapter 22 …

Ma explains how when they were on the road and everything 
was falling apart she didn’t have time to think about things, 
and now when everyone is being so nice she ___.

A. has forgotten the real reason why they came out West. 

B. starts thinking about all the depressing things that have 
happened on their trip 

C. believes how she thinks God has a plan for them.

D. claims Pa knows what’s best for the family



26. At the very end of chapter 22, Ma claims 
she knows which of the following?

A. Tom acquired a job and will be back 

B. Ruthie has the “devil in her”

C. Tom ran off like Connie 

D. God has a plan for them. 



Answers



1. Once the Joads hit the road, Al is focused 
on _____, while Ma is concerned about ____.

a. meeting girls; cooking dinner

b. the truck breaking; keeping the family 
together

c. eating something; cooking dinner

d. buying a new car; Tom getting caught



2. Who does Al want to leave behind? What 
does this reveal about him?

a. Jim Casy; Al is selfish     

b. Tom; Al is jealous 

c. Grampa; Al is practical

d. the kids; Al is a jokester 



3. How is Casy revealed to be useful 
in this section? 

a. he knows how to avoid the police

b. he has been around sick people

c. he gives Ma his secret stash of money

d. he goes hungry so the others can eat



4. Steinbeck’s attitude towards death (both 
Grampa’s and the dog’s) can be best described as

a. sentimental

b. critical

c. objective

d. morose 



5. How does Casy suggest Grandpa really 
“died” when  ____  and actual died _____. 

a. Grandpa was forced to leave his land; from 
heartache.

b. the family ran out of water; from heart attack.

c. Grandma stopped fighting with him; from 
heartbreak.

d. Grandpa was forced to pick peaches; from heat 
stroke.



6. What is the beginning of “I” to 
“we” according to Steinbeck?

a. creating a family unit

b. when people die they become a part of 
the “great soul”

c. when a baby is born

d. people coming together in hard times



7. According to Mae, the waitress at 
the diner, who steals from the diner?

a. migrants
b. truck drivers
c. people in big cars
d. Okies



8. Pa tells Ivy they won’t leave the Wilsons behind 
because “We got almost a kin bond”; what does 
this show?

a. the family units created on the 
road

b. the Joads can never repay their debt

c. Tom wants to marry their daughter

d. Pa is resentful of his promise to help



9. Who is described as “the power” who “had taken 
control” when they talk about splitting up? 

a. Pa

b. Ma

c. Tom

d. Rose of Sharon 



10. The powerful description of the one-eyed 
man’s walk back to his home can be seen as a 
symbol for

A. the loneliness and isolation the migrant 
people will feel

B. the strength of his character to endure

C. his disrespect toward the American 
government

D. a religious interpretation comparing him to 
Judas



11.On the truck ride back from getting the new part, Al 
and Tom drive and Al sees a cat on the road. What does 
he do, and what does this action say about his character?

A. He swerves to hit the cat, and it shows his anger, 
immaturity, and his desire to regain control.

B. Al finds his rifle and tries to shoot the cat in order to 
get the meat from the cat to feed his starving family.

C. He stops the car to pick up the cat to give to Granma 
showing his caring attitude toward his family.

D. He speeds away from the sight, because the cat 
reminds him of the loneliness that he is feeling.



12. Who says the following quotation and 
what does he/she mean? 

“Well…for anybody else it was a mistake, but if you 
think it was a sin- then it’s a sin. A fella builds his own 
sins right up from the groun’.”

A. Uncle John; he wants to find closure over his wife’s 
death

B. Casy; he explains a sin is man’s own perception

C. Noah; he attempts to justify leaving the family

D. Tom; he tries to rationale killing his attacker



13. “Men of property were terrified for their 
property…  Men who had never been _____ saw the 
eyes of the ____.”

a. Weary; weary 

b. Terrified; terrified 

c. Depressed; depressed

d. Hungry; hungry



Steinbeck includes the allusion to 
Rome to

Steinbeck states: “Now farming became industry, and the 
owners followed Rome, although they did not know it. They 
imported slaves, although they did not call them slaves: 
Chinese, Japanese, Mexicans. Filipinos”. 

A. highlight the discrepancy between those with power and 
those without

B. disapprove of the need for more workers

C. invoke a sense of history to justify their actions

D. undermine the American Dream



15. What is the role of the bearded man the 
Joads meet in “camp” and how can his behavior 
be described?

A. The “work distributer”; authoritative and 
rambunctious 
B. The “warden”; resentful to the Joads
C. The “mayor”; bull-simple and cop-
happy
D. The “proprietor”; offensive and 
uncivilized



16. What is the mother’s reaction to Ma Joad 
feeding her child? Why does she have this reaction?

A. Gratitude; the mother was astonished at the 
Joad’s generosity                

B. Nonchalance; the mother does not even realize 
ma Joad’s deed                       

C. Resentment; the mother feels Ma Joad is 
bragging

D. Relief; Ma Joad has given the mother one less 
mouth to feed



17. Mrs. Joyce tells Jessie she and her family 
never took “charity” before.  Jessie’s response is 
____.

A. “Just because you haven’t taken charity before 
don’t mean you can’t take it now for your Ma an’ 
Pa.”

B. “This charity is for us to take…. So take it!”

C. “Ain’t nothing too good for nobody around here. 
Everyone can take charity.”

D. “This ain’t no charity...You ain’t got the right to 
let your girls git hungry in this here camp.”



18. Through this line, what theme can 
be supported?

Floyd tells Tom “They’s stuff ya got to learn. If you’d let me tell 
ya, it’d save ya somepin. If ya don’ let me tell ya, then ya got to 
learn the hard way. You ain’t gonna settle down ‘cause they ain’t
no work to settle ya. An’ your belly ain’t gonna let ya settle down. 
Now-that’s straight”. 

A. The goodness of others will always endure

B. People can be blind to hearing the truth

C. The value of work is in the eye of the beholder

D. Nostalgia for the past can be dangerous 



19. Pa criticizes Connie by saying “he ain’t no good… 
All the time a-sayin’ what he’s a-gonna do. Never 
doin’ nothing”. Pa’s speech best serves to 

A. warn Rose of Sharon from following him

B. support Connie’s dreams

C. demonstrate Connie’s lack of character

D. criticize people who give up on their dreams



20. All the following describe the 
government camp EXCEPT:

A. it has hot water

B. there are cops on every corner

C. you can work off your rent with 
labor

D. people are treated decently 



21. The watchmen tells Tom “You’ll have to find that 
out yourself” when he asks why there are not more 
government camps. This serves to emphasize that: 

A. Tom will make a critical discovery

B. the Joads will soon be asked to leave

C. Tom is bull simple 

D. the Joads still do not understand what 
California is like



22. What is Tom’s new boss afraid of? 

A. Tom because he’s a murderer

B. migrants who will steal his land

C. angering the Association

D. not being able to pick all his fruit



23. Why do the owners hate the 
government camps? 

A.they house the despised Okies

B. the residents are treated like humans

C. they are jealous

D. they can’t attend the Saturday dances 



24. Ma tells Rose of Sharon “They’s times when 
how you feel got to be kep’ to yourself” to

A. warn her daughter against embarrassing 
herself

B. demonstrate the need to put your personal 
struggles second

C. portray Ma as an uncaring practical person

D. Ma’s low education level 



25. Towards the end of chapter 22 …

Ma explains how when they were on the road and everything 
was falling apart she didn’t have time to think about things, 
and now when everyone is being so nice she ___.

A. has forgotten the real reason why they came out West. 

B. starts thinking about all the depressing things that have 
happened on their trip 

C. believes how she thinks God has a plan for them.

D. claims Pa knows what’s best for the family



26. At the very end of chapter 22, Ma claims 
she knows which of the following?

A. Tom acquired a job and will be back 

B. Ruthie has the “devil in her”

C. Tom ran off like Connie 

D. God has a plan for them. 


